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Malta 
Information
Malta is a yearned for friendly, hospitable, and trendy island in 
the blue warm Mediterranean, a European Union home to an 
easy to talk to and helpful English-speaking population.

Testimony to this are the pre-historic temples, Roman 
civilisation, medieval and renaissance palaces and baroque 
churches and artifacts, all of which are an inspiration to the 
education savvy visitor.

As are today’s calm and relaxing winter sunny days, exciting 
and lively nightlife, healthy and tasty Mediterranean cuisine, 
swimming and sports events, and fun-loving experiences.

NSTS Malta
Mission Statement
To be Malta’s leading international boutique institution 
for holistic education and support services, foster valued 
intercultural personal experiences, actively engage each 
participant in meaningful exchanges through individual 
interaction with institution personnel in congenial 
environments, complemented by exploiting Malta’s lifestyle, 
unique cultural and fascinating wealth.
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Adult English 
Language 
Programmes

Look ahead. Speak English 
to design your bright future 
wherever you are. 

Choose a General or Intensive Group 
English Course for your daily needs. 

You may satisfy your plans and 
ambitions with English for Specific 
Purposes top-up courses to excel in 
your career. 

 The English Course Collection o"ers 
you an eclectic array from highly 
specialised Absorption English to 
Club 50+ o"ers of pleasant, casual 
social enjoyment and experiences for 
active senior citizens.

Modern technology provides you 
with the alternative of studying 
virtually at the comfort of your 
own home, but nothing beats 
the experience derived from a 
personal classroom and on-site 
English-speaking locations.  

Weekly commencement: 
06 November 2023 - 30 December 2024

20 to 30 lessons per week
Starts weekly for durations of 1 to 52 weeks

These are the highly recommended, most popular, and appealing courses which 
enable you to communicate effectively and confidently with anybody whether 
face-to-face or virtually. 

As an adult learner, you will train yourself and improve your fluency and 
proficiency while discussing topics of your choice and interest guided by your 
qualified teacher of English. 

Linguistically, you will practice the four language skills of speaking, listening, 
reading, and writing as well as the four language systems of grammar, vocabulary, 
pronunciation, and function, to provide you with a comprehensive insight to 
articulate English. 

You may start on any Monday, but if you are a beginner at CEFR level A1 you start 
only on the first Monday of every month.

In answer to your personal needs, we propose three types of courses all of which 
share the same form in the classroom and may be blended with online lessons. 

General English

If you desire a refresher course to sharpen your conversation within a guided 
environment to become more fluent, while enjoying what Malta has to offer, select
the General English course of 20 lessons per week for any number of weeks you 
desire. (ref: GE20).  

Intensive English

According to Malta’s statistics 70% of all English learners choose Intensive English. 
This is tangible proof of our high-quality teaching standards. You too will excel if you 
choose an Intensive English course of 25 or 30 lessons per week, as you cover more 
English material within each week irrespective of the number of weeks. 

(ref: GE25, GE30)

English@Work

If you have a double motivation to fulfil, English@Work meets both. For the first 13 
weeks you follow the General English course of 20 lessons per week during which 
you will search, and register, for part-time paid work of up to 20 hours per week. You 
will study and work in perfect harmony. (ref: WE20)

Registration Fee Per Person €75

Course fee per person per week in Euro € 01 - 07 
Weeks

08 - 20 
Weeks

21 - 52 
Weeks

GE20 General English 205 180 155

GE25 Intensive English 240 215 190

GE30 Intensive English 275 250 225

WE20 English@Work - 155 155

10 Jun - 30 Aug Supplement per week 50 50 -

General & Intensive English 
English at Work
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English for 
Specific Purposes 
Top-ups
Weekly commencement: 
06 November 2023 - 30 December 2024

25 to 35 lessons per week
Starts weekly for durations of 1 to 7 weeks

You will top-up your General English, 
its four language skills and linguistic 
competencies, with individual or shared 
English for Specific Purposes lessons 
dedicated to international examination 
preparation, or to Business or Professional 
Language Courses considering to your 
future career.

These top-up courses will help you 
develop English language proficiency 
in specific linguistic contexts to be able 
to communicate in written and spoken 
language effectively. You will possess a 
minimum CEFR A2+ level of English. 

You may undertake any of these three 
top-ups, and blend it with online lessons, 
while following your long-term General or 
Intensive English course for more than 8 
weeks, or your English@Work course.

Registration Fee Per Person €75

Course fee per person per week in Euro €

EE10+GE20 English Examination Preparation 290

BE10+GE20 General & Business English 295

PE05+GE20 General & Professional English 305

PE10+GE20 General & Professional English 425

PE15+GE20 General & Professional English 525

10 Jun - 30 Aug Supplement per week 50

English Examination Preparation 

You should certify your English language proficiency internationally by sitting 
for world-wide recognised examinations, such as IELTS or Cambridge, which are 
administered regularly in Malta. These certificates are required for admission to 
universities and for employment recruitment. 

Top-up your 20 lessons General English course with additional 10 lessons to 
enhance your examination taking techniques during 4 to 7 weeks, and sit for the 
exam at the end of your course. (ref: EE10+GE20)  

General & Business English

As a modern business executive, you need to be conversant with international 
trading and banking language and it would be wise to top-up your General English 
course with 10 practical lessons in the various sectors of Business English. 

Your lesson topics will be drawn from economic and business periodicals to expose 
you to the present-day language reality and enable you to perform your business 
transactions more effectively. (ref: BE10+GE20)

General & Professional English

Whatever your profession, the flexibility of this top-up presents you with the most 

frequently used vocabulary in your profession to execute your duties internationally. 

Such skills are vital in today’s world of communications.

You may choose from 5, 10 or 15 top-up lessons per week and bring your own 

English texts to serve as a reference for some of your lessons. (ref: PE05+GE20, 

PE10+GE20, PE15+GE20) 

© Daniel Cilia
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English
Course Collection
Availability: 
06 November 2023 - 30 December 2024

Absorption English – Starts on demand 

Absorption English provides you with individual lessons 
and the greatest possible attention from your teacher. 
You may also follow your lessons together with an 
accompanying friend of similar level.

Your individual lessons are designed by your own 
expert tutor to respond to your exclusive linguistic 
and professional needs during the proposed 10, 15, 
20, 25, 30, 40 weekly lessons or even 20, 25 weekend 
lessons. (ref: AE10, AE15, AE20, AE25, AE30, AE40, W/
E20, W/E25) 

Intensive Business English – Starts weekly

Dedicate all your 20 or 30 weekly lessons to 
professional English which ensures success in your 
international business ventures. 

You will enrich your CEFR B1 or higher level of 
English to improve your social business encounters, 
sharpen your skills, digest economic and business 
journals, conduct expert negotiations, deliver 
engaging presentations, write succinct e-mails and 
smart-flowing reports which appeal to your audience 
and marketing digital media materials.

You will benefit more if a business colleague 
accompanies you to spark experiential conversations. 
(ref:BE20, BE30)  

Mediterranean English Celebration (Club50+) – Starts weekly in 
May & October

Come to Malta, relax, and enjoy the company of international like-minded senior 
citizens of over 50 years of age, sharing your wonderful experiences over a few 
enchanting weeks.

You start your day speaking English for 3 hours, engaging yourself in everyday social 
conversation practice, guided by a skilful teacher, and invest your 5 afternoons 
in enjoyable, interactive outings exploring Malta’s outstanding hidden treasures, 
cultural gems, and delicious Mediterranean cuisine.

Club50+ starts on Mondays in May and October for 1, 2, 3, or 4 weeks, and ends on 
31 May and 01 November 2024 respectively. (ref: ME20Club50)

Family English - Starts weekly

Families commonly come on holiday combined with morning English lessons for all. 

As a parent, you may choose from any of the foregoing listed courses of 20 or 30 
lessons. Your 1, 2, or 3 children within the age of 3 to 12 years will be simultaneously 
taught 20 lessons of English by a dedicated young teacher who will purposely adapt 
language materials and games to ensure your children’s linguistic improvement. 

Your spoken English opportunities are reinforced as the whole family is invited to 
two weekly afternoon holiday sightseeing outings. (ref: FE.CH20 1:1, FE. CH20 2:1, 
FE. CH20 3:1)

Registration Fee Per Person €75

Course fee per person per week in Euro €

Individual lessons AE10 AE15 AE20 AE25

Absorption English 375 525 675 815

AE30 AE40 W/E20 W/E25

Absorption English 945 1,225 795 1,065

2 Sharing lessons AE10 2:1 AE15 2:1 AE20 2:1 AE25 2:1

Absorption English 225 325 410 495

AE30 2:1 AE40 2:1 W/E20 2:1 W/E25 2:1

Absorption English 565 700 490 690

BE20 Intensive Business English 335

BE30 Intensive Business English 420

10 Jun - 30 Aug Supplement per week 50

ME20Club50 Mediterranean English Celebration 385

FE.CH20 1:1 Family English - 1 child 415

FE.CH20 2:1 Family English - 2 children sharing 260

FE.CH20 3:1 Family English - 3 children sharing 195
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International
Teacher Training
Availability: 
06 November 2023 - 30 December 2024

CELTA – Full-time face-to-face or online for 4 weeks 
Extended online part-time 1 day per week 
for 16 weeks

The English language teaching profession is today in 
worldwide demand. With it, credible, quality-assured, 
universally recognised qualifications are necessary.

CELTA - the University of Cambridge ESOL 
Certificate of English Language Teaching to Adults, 
tutored by long-established, well-experienced, 
international teacher trainers, is your automatic 
solution to venture into this worldwide 
travel-rewarding career of a lifetime. 

Our CELTA’s effectiveness comes from its excellent
120 hours of tutoring, top supervision of, and feedback 
on, your assignments, lesson preparation, teaching 
practice, and self-study, whether you train face-to-face 
in Gżira, Malta or online.

With your CEFR C1 level of English, you will dedicate 
4 intensive weeks to CELTA full-time face-to-face or 
online. If you have a job, you may retain it and opt for 
the extended one-full-day-a-week part-time online 
course spread over 18 weeks as you will study from 
the comfort of your home, always subject to an online 
pre-course selection interview. 

The intensive 4-week courses start face-to-face on 06 
May, 05 August (ref: CE40), and online on 16 September 
2024 (ref: OCE40)

The 1-day a week extensive 16-week online course (+2 
weeks of holiday) runs from 11 November 2024 to 14 
March 2025. (ref: OCE10)  

European EQF Level 4 Teacher Refresher Training

As a mainstream CEFR B1 level English language teacher, you are wise to refresh 
your language analysis, awareness, methodology, and teaching techniques, 
throughout the 20 group sessions per week of this 2- or 3-week training course.

You will also observe 10 weekly sessions of live, and/or video-recorded teaching 
practices led by an experienced ELT teacher to improve your classroom management.

Upon your successful completion of the 3-week course, you will be awarded a 
European Union recognised certificate at Qualifications Framework EQF level 4.

This course is valid for Erasmus+ KA2 Mobility funds and starts on the request of 4 
or more teacher candidates subject to 4 weeks’ advanced notice. (ref: RE20+GES10) 

Mobility Teacher Professional Development

Secondary/high school teachers of minimum CEFR A2 level of English constantly 
experience challenges in motivating and engaging their teenage students, teaching 
grammar communicatively and dynamically, exploiting authentic materials, using 
educational technology/multimedia, implementing project-based learning, and 
attaining satisfactory results. 

The 30-session 1-week Teacher Professional Development course addresses these 
challenges during its experiential, practical, hands-on, 20 sessions inspired by 
the learner-centre communicative teaching methodology targeted at improving 
practising teachers’ classroom skills. 

The remaining 10 other sessions are dedicated to enriching the teachers’ own 
General English language proficiency, focusing on language skills and remedial 
grammatical areas, and proficiency, including ELT lesson observation and 
teacher shadowing. 

This course is valid for Erasmus+ KA2 Mobility funds and starts on the request of 4 
or more teacher candidates subject to 4 weeks’ advanced notice. (ref: DE20+GES10)

CELTA Course fee per person in Euro €

06 May 24 - 31 May 24 05 Aug 24 - 30 Aug 24 CE40 1,620

16 Sep 24 - 11 Oct 24 Online OCE40 1,620

11 Nov 24 - 14 Mar 25 Online OCE10 1,590

Registration Fee Per Person €75

Course fee per person per week in Euro €

RE20+GE510 EQF Level 4 Teacher Refresher Training 345

DE20+GES10 Mobility Professional Development 370
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Online/Blended English
Learning Programmes
Weekly commencement: 
06 November 2023 - 30 December 2024

Study English online in the comfort of your home, 
saving you travel time and money

4 to 40 lessons per week, 
for durations of 1 to 5 weeks

Online learning is a modern, convenient, and 
low-cost, mode of English language learning in the 
comfort of your own home, guided by a well-qualified 
teacher, whether interacting with other learners or 
on your own.

You may blend your Online lessons before 
and/or after your attendance at any selected 
language course in- person to benefit from 
Blended Learning and attain obvious longer-term 
English-practice advantages. 

In the blended form you need to consider the start 
and end dates of your in-person course in Malta to 
determine your online participation period.
Online General English 

This course is directed towards a small group of about 3 to 6 
learners of similar level, from CEFR A2 upwards, who select 
to join the 04, 06, or 09 virtual lessons held on Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday evenings CET every week, for any 
number of weeks, to practise the four language skills and four 
language systems drawing on topics of common interest. (ref: 
OGE04, OGE06, OGE09) 

Online Absorption English

This course provides you with the incomparable advantage of 
personalised virtual lessons in consideration with your schedule, 
individual linguistic and specific purpose needs as you choose 
from 04, 08, 12, 20, 30 or 40 virtual individual lessons over a 
maximum of 5 weeks. If you wish, you may share these lessons 
with a friend and save from a lower individual fee. (ref: OAE04, 
OAE08, OAE12, OAE20, OAE30, OAE40)

Registration Fee Per Person €35

Course fee per person in Euro €

Online Group OGE04 OGE06 OGE09

General English 38 55 79

Online Individual OAE04 OAE08 OAE112

Absorption English 116 205 300

OAE20 OAE30 OAE40

Absorption English 480 690 880

Online 2 Sharing OAE04 2:1 OAE08 2:1 OAE12 2:1

Absorption English 75 130 180

OAE20 2:1 OAE30 2:1 OAE40 2:1

Absorption English 280 380 480

English Course
Information
Course  
starting period:

06 November 2023 to 30 December 2024

Course 
starting days:

CEFR levels A2 to C1: every Monday morning, unless otherwise stated; 

CEFR level A1: every first Monday of the month, otherwise start with 
individual lessons

School address: NSTS MALTA –ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTITUTE 
12 Taliana Lane, Gzira GZR 1723, Malta

School location: A quiet neighbourhood of Sliema in walking distance to the 
commercial centre, harbour waterfront, fashion designer shops, 
low-cost street eateries, restaurants, open-air cafes, rocky beaches, 
sunny seafront

Duration of 
one lesson: 

45 minutes

Daily 
lesson times: 

Mondays-Fridays:  

Adults 08:45-10:15; 10:45-12:15; 12:45-14:15

Juniors 09:00-10:30; 11:00-12:30 or 13:45-15:15; 15:45-17:15

Target 
Learner age:

Adults from 17 years, Juniors in separate courses from 13 to 17 years

Common European 
Framework Reference 
(CEFR) of the Council  
of Europe:

A1 – BEGINNER: basic ability to ask and answer simple questions

A2 – ELEMENTARY: can employ commonly used familiar expressions 

B1 – THRESHOLD: can converse on everyday common subjects

B2 – VANTAGE: can confidently and naturally interact with native speakers 

C1 – ADVANCED: can use language flexibly and effectively in all situations

C2 – PROFICIENCY: can accurately participate in highly complex situations

Learners in  
group lessons:

Adults average 6, to 10; Juniors average 12 to 15; Online average 3 to 6

Quality assurance: Founded in 1963 at the University of Malta as the first English language 
school in Malta. National accreditation: FELTOM, Ministry for Education 
ELT Council. International accreditation: EAQUALS. University of 
Cambridge ESOL Mediterranean teacher training centre, WYSE-TC 

Certification: Certificate of attendance, subject to 80% minimum presence, and 
of merit 

Graded by continuous performance assessment at CEFR class 
tuition level

Public Holidays: 01 Jan, 19,28 Mar, 01 May, 07 Jun, 15 Aug, 13, 25, 26 Dec 2024.  
Missed lessons will be made up for except for missed group  
lessons on 15 Aug

School Facilities: Boutique classical Maltese town house with 18 classrooms, warm 
friendly ambiance, airy, brightly lit colourful classrooms, extensive 
environment-friendly terraces, orange grove, open-air lounge and 
outdoor cafeteria, free WiFi, internet café, lending library, resource 
centre, interactive whiteboards, air-conditioning/heating, reception, 
student relations and support service, optional workshops and 
leisure activities
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6. Cancellations and curtailments: made to a processed application are subject to
a fee of:

(i) €250 if received from 15 to 6 days inclusive of the arrival date. 

(ii) Full payment with no refund if received 5 days or less before the arrival date, 
or if a ‘no show’, or if any part or all the services are not utilised.

7. Delivery: Fees include all that specified and incorporated in the applied for
service as described in this description document and website, and NSTS
Malta is not liable for that not contained therein. NSTS Malta reserves the
right to alter any service, description, and fee without prior notice and to
provide substitute services of at least comparable standard and contents to
those definitively confirmed.

8. Acceptance of Minors: Applicants under 18 years of age are legally deemed to
be minors and require their Parent/Guardian consent form and surety deposit. 
Applications must be, and are therefore deemed to be, endorsed by the
applicant’s parent/legal guardian who simultaneously retains full responsibility
for their protégé’s acts and/or omissions throughout the latter’s confirmed stay
in Malta, exonerating NSTS Malta from all faults, legal liability and damages. 
Applications through agents are deemed to be equally endorsed by virtue of the
agent’s own transmission of the application. 

9. Conduct of Minors: The conduct of a minor applicant confirmed on an NSTS
Malta programme is governed by a Student Charter that is available upon
request. Among other conditions the terms govern good behaviour, applied
discipline and prohibitions, unaccompanied outings, evening return times, 
damages, misdeeds, and the payment of an appropriate conditional refundable
surety deposit upon arrival at check-in if accommodated at an NSTS Malta
collective residence or hotel.

10. Code of Conduct: Applicants implicitly accept that NSTS Malta may, without
being liable in any manner whatsoever, exclude them from a service applied
for or being consumed, and demand their repatriation at their charge, if, in
the opinion of Management, their behaviour is of disturbance to others or
they appear likely to endanger or impair the health, safety, or comfort of other
persons using the concurrent services or the reputation of NSTS Malta by their
acts or omissions.

11. Public Holidays: All educational programmes will not be available on the
following public holidays: 01 January, 19, 28 March, 01 May, 07 June, 15
August, 13, 25, 26 December and no refund will be given. Missed English
lessons will be made up for during other days of the week except for group
lessons falling on 15 August.

12. Visa: The applicant is solely responsible to provide on demand a valid identity
document, passport, and entry visa and, if staying for more than 90 days, to
extend the authorisation to remain in Malta by applying, within 2 weeks of arrival
to Identity Malta, for a national visa or temporary residence permit to cover the
entire duration of the confirmed educational programme for up to one year.

13. Data Protection: By applying, the applicant consents and authorises NSTS Malta
to process any personal data in accordance with the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union and to transfer/disclose such data
within NSTS Malta and to suppliers as deemed necessary for the provision of the
services applied for and for the purposes associated thereto. 

14. Imaging: The applicant consents to being photographed, filmed, videoed, sound
recorded, sketched, to have testimonials and comments, for use, and used, for
promotional purposes, and to receive marketing materials from NSTS Malta, 
while having the opportunity to opt out from this consent by request in writing
or electronically according to GDPR. 

15. Obligations: The promotional description documents and all commercial
relations arising therefrom are deemed to be executed through the brand
NSTS Malta of company registration C4425 of 220 St Paul Street, Valletta,
VLT1217, Malta.

Terms and
Conditions
By submitting your application, you bind yourself to these terms and conditions.

1. Applications: Completed applications in English will be received via e-mail 

(i) English Language Learning: 4 weeks before the selected arrival date if part of 
a group or arriving between 08 June and 30 August, or 2 weeks if an individual 
arriving outside this period; 

(ii) Study Abroad: 21 weeks (5 months) before the selected arrival date, 
including virtual contact address for online introductory meeting. 
Registration follows the outcome of the meeting; 

(iii) Internships: 10 weeks before the selected arrival date, including CV, 
motivation letter, and virtual contact address for online introductory meeting;

2. Application documentation: Applications on the prescribed form must:

(i) give the applicant’s name, surname, gender, date of birth, nationality, passport 
number and expiry date, special needs, and allergies,  

(ii) must be accompanied by a passport size colour photograph, or one pays €15 
to be photographed on arrival in Malta, and  

(iii) explicitly state the selected educational programme reference code and 
number and selected accommodation. 

Groups must complete the Group Essential Information Form. 

Study Abroad applicants must include €60 for the online introductory meeting 
which forms part of the application process before registering to be accepted on 
the programme.  

Internship applicants must sign and abide by the applicable conditions of 
acceptance available online prior to being accepted.

3. Confirmation and Payment: Provisional confirmation together with a pro-forma
invoice are sent immediately upon the receipt of the complete, correct, 
application documentation. Full payment must follow by bank transfer direct to
Bank of Valletta p.l.c. Valletta, IBAN MT36 VALL 2201 3000 0000 1020 8460 076
to be received by the requested date well before arrival, but at the latest:

(i) English Language Learning: 3 weeks before the selected arrival date if part of 
a group or arriving between 08 June and 30 August, or 1 week if an individual 
arriving outside this period; 

(ii) Study Abroad: 6 weeks before the selected arrival date; 

(iii) Internships: 4 weeks before the selected arrival date; 

Adults, 18 years and older, booking accommodation must pay the environmental 
tax of up to €5.00 which is added to the pro-forma invoice.

4. Validation of applications: Provisionally confirmed applications are only
validated and have effect upon the receipt of the full payment before the
due date, failing which they are automatically cancelled without liability to
NSTS Malta.

5. Changes: made to a processed application are subject to a fee of:

(i) €50 if received from 15 to 6 days inclusive before the arrival date; 

(ii) €250 if received 5 days or less before the arrival date.  
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NSTS Head O"ice
220, St Paul Street 
Valletta, VLT1217, Malta.
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